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HERE’S A CATCH with virtualiza-
tion. Although it solves some
significant problems, it also
creates a whole new set of
issues that data center man-
agers need to address.

The most significant challenges of
server virtualization occur in the net-
work. They can lurk between the virtual
workloads on a physical host server or
across the infrastructure that connects
physical servers. If left unchecked, these
networking issues can severely limit an
organization’s ability to scale server vir-
tualization and manage it effectively.
Security, I/O activity, bandwidth and

switching performance in a virtual envi-
ronment are a few of the concerns that can
keep data center managers up at night.
Add workload management to the mix,
and that can lead to full-blown insomnia.
In Stephen J. Bigelow’s “Networking

Challenges of Server Virtualization,”
learn some techniques to hunt down
potential trouble spots and fix them
before they get ugly.
With all that extra sleep you’ll be get-

ting, you’ll be ready for a new project.
How about virtualizing Microsoft Ex-
change Server 2007? IT shops are just
starting to see the virtues of virtualizing
resource-intensive applications, but is it
worth it?

If virtualization makes sense in terms
of performance, then go for it. You’ll be
glad you did. Improved hardware effi-
ciency, better disaster recovery and
more system mobility are just a few of
the benefits you’ll reap by making the
move. Microsoft MVP Greg Shields
walks you through the process in “Five
Tips for Virtualizing Microsoft Exchange
Server 2007.”
Are you looking for new tools to ease

the management headaches in your vir-
tual data center? You’ve come to the
right place. How about a list of must-
have tools for any administrator? Sound
good? And what if those tools were free
or low cost? Sound even better?
Third-party vendors have stepped up

to develop products that address some
of the shortcomings in management and
usability in the tools from virtualization
vendors. So what are you waiting for?
Read “Best Data Center Virtualization
Tools” by Eric Siebert for a toolbox full
of virtualization goodies intended to
make your life easier.
Do you have a virtualization tool that

you can’t live without? Send an email to
ccasatelli@techtarget.com, and we’ll add
it to our list. �

CHRISTINE CASATELLI

Editor, Virtual Data Center
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ERVER VIRTUALIZATION

supports enormous
opportunities for
hardware consolida-
tion and promotes a

level of business agility that would have
been unthinkable just a few years ago.
Although virtualization certainly solves
some significant problems, it also cre-
ates new problems that IT administra-
tors need to address.
The most serious effects of server

virtualization can occur in the network.
The areas of significant impact can be
either between the virtual workloads on
a physical host server or across the infra-
structure that connects physical servers.
If left uncorrected, these networking
challenges can severely limit an organi-
zation’s ability to scale server virtualiza-
tion and manage it effectively.
When looking at ways to ensure

scalable server virtualization, it’s impor-
tant for administrators to examine some
networking issues within the server and
consider other network issues outside of
the server.

HYPERVISOR AS
A TARGET OF ATTACK
Every server virtualization platform
installs a hypervisor that abstracts each
virtual machine (VM) from the underly-
ing physical hardware, manages the allo-
cation of computing resources to each
VM and handles virtual switching of
data traffic between VMs. This puts a
hypervisor at the core of every virtual-
ized server and makes hypervisors the
focus of security concerns with virtual
servers.
The problem is that all of a virtual

server’s traffic ultimately flows through
the hypervisor, so any attack that suc-
cessfully allows access to—or control
of—the hypervisor can potentially com-
promise all of the workloads on that
physical system and possibly allow
attackers to access the greater network.
Although there have not been any major
hypervisor security breaches reported
thus far as a consequence of direct attack
or exploit, it’s one of the most serious
concerns that administrators face in
moving to a virtual infrastructure.
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I/O presents another challenge within
each virtual server. Although computing
resources are rarely ever limiting factors
in traditional nonvirtualized servers, the
demands of multiple simultaneous vir-
tual workloads can easily overwhelm a
physical server’s memory, CPU cycles
and I/O bandwidth.
Administrators need to consider work-

load requirements as they scale server
virtualization, especially when it comes
to I/O activity on the greater network
such as storage access. Any means of
reducing the I/O demands of workloads
will lower stress on physical servers and
allow greater scaling.
One example is the network overhead

generated for Windows swap file disk
writes. “Every single time you do any-
thing with memory, the Windows oper-

ating system writes to a swap file,” said
Chris Steffen, principal technical archi-
tect at Kroll Factual Data, a business
data provider in Loveland, Colo. “If you
can get rid of a swap file, now you’ve
freed up something like 20% to 25% of
the writes that you’re doing to your disk,
and your performance goes up.”
It’s not always easy to eliminate a swap

file, Steffen said. It requires more mem-
ory on the server itself, but the added
performance allows for more workloads
on the server that may not have been
physically possible otherwise.
Each physical server also needs ade-

quate network bandwidth to handle the
peak demands of its assigned workloads.
The 1 Gigabit Ethernet (1 GbE) support
found in many off-the-shelf servers is
usually inadequate, and additional net-
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THE HYPERVISOR OF a virtual host server is a potential target for attack, so adminis-
trators must take action to secure their virtual servers. Proper allocation of com-
puting resources is one way of mitigating security risks.
“You want to make certain that you are correctly provisioning virtual machines

to a particular host,” said Chris Steffen, principal technical architect at Kroll Factu-
al Data, a business data provider in Loveland, Colo.
Proper updates and patch management are also critical for maintaining security

in a virtual environment. Administrators need to handle hypervisor patches with
the same importance they give to operating system patches and updates deployed
across all VMs.
The third tactic often used to secure virtual systems is a careful approach to

access control. Every virtual machine (VM) should be treated as if it’s a separate
physical system, Steffen said. “Make certain that the administrative privileges that
are attached to a particular VM are different from the administrative privileges
and Group Policies that are connected to the VM host,” he said, adding that VMs
with strategic or mission-critical roles should require correspondingly higher privi-
leges to access—just as with traditional nonvirtual servers. �

SECURITYRISKS IN AVIRTUAL SERVER



work interfaces are needed to meet
availability requirements like more
bandwidth or failover.
For example, a virtual server may use

four, six or more network controllers. In
some cases, multiple 1 GbE ports are
replaced with two 10 GbE ports, which
simplify wiring and lower power con-
sumption.
When gauging a server’s bandwidth

needs, be sure to use the peak or maxi-
mum demands of each workload rather
than the average or idle demands. Other-
wise, the server may encounter a band-
width bottleneck that can result in poor
performance for some workloads. I/O
virtualization may be deployed to provi-
sion the physical network interface cards
or host bus adapter interfaces into vir-
tual controllers that are assigned to

specific workloads with allocated band-
width.

NETWORKING CHALLENGES
OUTSIDE OF THE SERVER
Bandwidth and switching performance
are two factors in the greater network
that can limit the scalability of a virtual
server deployment. The network band-
width available to a virtual server must
meet the peak demands of its assigned
workloads. This may mean providing
multiple network ports between the
physical server and its switch, but those
pathways must be available.
For some organizations, it could mean

redesigning the network with additional
network cabling or switch ports. Net-
work changes are even more significant
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EVERY VIRTUAL MACHINE (VM) requires computing resources such as memory,
CPU cycles, I/O and storage from physical host servers. As more VMs appear on
a physical server, computing resources become scarcer. If resources are overcom-
mitted, the performance—even the stability—of VMsmay be compromised.
Timely monitoring with suitable tools is critical in a virtual environment.

“Because of the nature of data transmission and the constant demand from the
end users, it’s not simply a matter of adding more memory or faster NIC adapters
but rather a juggling act of monitoring the whole network, tracking trends and
mapping data flows to provide a transparent highway for the information to tra-
verse,” said Allen Zuk, president and CEO of Sierra Management Consulting LLC,
an independent technology consulting firm based in Parsippany, N.J.
Tools can track resource use trends over time, which forms a sound foundation

for capacity and resource planning. But tools also provide alarms that alert IT
administrators when critical thresholds occur and when immediate action is need-
ed. There is no practical way for human administrators to monitor virtual systems
with the same consistency and reliability that is possible with monitoring tools. �

RESOURCEMANAGEMENTANDTOOLS



in a move to 10 GbE, which requires
new cabling and switching equipment in
addition to the corresponding NICs and
HBAs in the server.
Managing VM sprawl is one way to

contain spiraling bandwidth demands
for virtual servers. Administrators must
understand why new VMs are needed
while limiting the personnel that can
create new VMs and following the life-
cycle of each VM until it can finally be
removed—freeing computing resources
for other VMs.
Another means of optimizing band-

width is to prioritize network traffic
by application This ensures that critical
VMs can access the bandwidth they
need to support the organization.
Switching performance is often over-

looked. The problem is that switches
are normally designed to handle the
traffic from nonvirtualized systems. For
example, one switch port would typi-
cally be designed to accommodate one
server.
When traffic from 10, 20 or more VMs

is handled across a network connection,
the switch’s performance may degrade.
It might be abated somewhat through
network or I/O virtualization—assigning
specific workloads to certain NICs, each
with its own corresponding switch
port—which spreads out the switching
load among multiple ports.
Still, high levels of server consoli-

dation can affect switch performance,
so it’s essential for administrators to
monitor and evaluate switching per-
formance as more virtual workloads
are added to the physical servers. Alter-
nately, consider a switch designed for
virtual environments such as Cisco’s
Nexus 1000V.

Storage performance may not seem
like a network issue, but storage is a
critical factor that administrators can’t
overlook in network performance. Every
VM is retained on storage systems, along
with snapshots and backups of the envi-
ronment, so scaling server virtualization
will also be limited by the ability to store
and move that content.
Imagine the impact of virtualization

on an iSCSI SAN deployment. An iSCSI
SAN may work fine for nonvirtualized
servers. But when you consider that a
single physical server may have 20 or
more VMs—each loading from storage,
exchanging data files and swap files with
storage and taking snapshots to stor-
age—it’s easy to see how technologies
like iSCSI or Fibre Channel over Ether-
net can amplify network bandwidth
problems. More network bandwidth may
be one answer, but the move to a sepa-
rate high-performance shared storage
network such as Fibre Channel is often
the preferred choice.
Ultimately, testing and evaluation

are vital elements of any network design
change. “Spec out what you think you
need, overcompensate like you should
be doing anyway, and then give it a
shot,” Steffen said. If you find that you’re
running into trouble, he said, then you
probably didn’t do your original evalua-
tion correctly, but expanding or upgrad-
ing network devices is straightforward.

ACHIEVING SCALABLE
SERVER VIRTUALIZATION
Given the various concerns inside and
outside of the server, experts say that
constant monitoring is the best means of
achieving scalable server virtualization.
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Performance monitoring should be
implemented at the virtual server as well
as within the network. Administrators
can use monitoring from several differ-
ent angles.
Predictive analysis relies on threshold

monitoring and alerting based on histor-
ical trends over time. “Predictive analy-
sis of the server, VM or host enables
proactive problem resolution and pre-
emptive troubleshooting so that per-
formance and service degradations are
detected and fixed before they affect the
end user,” said Allen Zuk, president and

CEO of Sierra Management Consulting
LLC, an independent technology con-
sulting firm based in Parsippany, N.J.
Predictive analysis is particularly valu-
able when service levels and availability
demands are high.
Workload management focuses on

the performance of each virtual work-
load and allows administrators to meas-
ure each workload’s performance and
use of computing resources. Based on
data obtained over time, an administra-
tor can make informed decisions about
moving workloads and allocating com-
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VIRTUALIZATION HAS SEPARATED workloads from hardware and has vastly accelerat-
ed the deployment of new workloads in an enterprise. Both of these factors have
only intensified the focus on change management. The traditional formal and time-
consuming paradigm of server provisioning is obsolete with server virtualization,
and organizations must pay even closer attention to change management as virtu-
alization technology scales up.
Administrators must maintain an accurate list of every configuration item,

known as CI, which includes virtual machine (VM) configurations, physical host
configurations, network equipment configurations, application and operating sys-
tem versions, patch levels and so on. Once a comprehensive CI list is established,
it must track and record every change to any CI. This might be as simple as adding
the latest security patches to workload operating systems or adding more memory
to strained host servers. It can also be as esoteric as tracking the movements and
location of each VM.
A variety of powerful and capable configuration management tools are available

to help. “A service-centric performance management solution with powerful dis-
covery mechanisms should be part of the implementation program,” said Allen
Zuk, president and CEO of Sierra Management Consulting LLC, an independent
technology consulting firm based in Parsippany, N.J. Zuk said that such tools auto-
matically find and catalog configuration items across data centers while tracking
and reporting relationships between physical and VMs, further simplifying admin-
istrator tasks. �

CHANGEAND SCALABILITY



puting resources to workloads to achieve
optimum performance. Some workload
management tasks can be automated
through the use of tools such as VM-
ware Distributed Resource Scheduler
or the VMware Lifecycle Manager (see
Figure 1).
“The tool can also develop intelligence

as it increasingly correlates between
performance data trends and workload
management steps,” said Zuk, adding
that it has an equally important impact
on change management.
Finally, virtualization abstracts work-

loads from the hardware underneath,
and this complicates traditional trou-

bleshooting processes. So as server virtu-
alization scales up with more workloads
residing on—and migrating between—
physical host servers, effective trouble-
shooting will demand superior problem-
resolution techniques that help admini-
strators locate and correct problems
quickly. This is even more critical in
demanding user environments.
“The ability to effectively isolate and

troubleshoot problems helps avoid [ser-
vice-level agreement] violations, which
affect the end user experience, as well
as regulatory or financial penalties that
may result from these violations,” Zuk
said. �
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Figure 1

VMware provides monitoring and control
over virtual machine life spans.



Enterprises around the world are relying on virtualisation to increase datacenter effi ciency and, unknowingly, 
leaving themselves more vulnerable. That’s because conventional security isn’t able to protect virtual machines  
or see the traffi c between them — leaving data and networks exposed. Which is why in 2009 sixty percent of 
virtual machines were less secure than their physical counterparts. But with Trend Micro™ Enterprise Security, 
powered by the Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ infrastructure, you can mitigate the risk and 
maximize the benefi ts of virtualisation. It’s a different kind of security that protects your physical and virtualised 
environments and helps set the foundation for your company to move confi dently into the cloud.

Learn how to protect your virtualised datacenter. 
Download the Trend Micro eBook at www.trendmicro.com/thinkagain

THINK AGAIN.THINK AGAIN.

http://emea.trendmicro.com/emea/solutions/enterprise/security-solutions/virtualization/


OT LONG AGO, the
prevailing wisdom
was that virtualizing
mission-critical
applications such

as Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft
Exchange and SAP was just too risky.
According to this world view, data cen-
ter managers who tried virtualizing
those applications were just asking for
trouble. The risk of incurring a hit
to these mission-critical applications—
or worse, the prospect of data loss or
breaches—loomed too large to turn
these critical applications over to virtual
machines (VMs).
But today, some IT shops have begun

to see the merits of virtualizing high-
throughput applications and are reaping
the benefits in terms of data center
space and power usage reductions,
improved disaster recovery strategies
and increased application deployment
flexibility.
Consider just a few of the benefits of

virtualizing mission-critical applications:

� improved hardware utilization
and efficiency

� ease of new system deployment
� system mobility
� improved disaster recovery
� painless development, testing
and training

In addition, IT shops have begun to
see the virtues of virtualizing resource-
intensive applications. So, can you
virtualize Microsoft Exchange servers?
Should you? Microsoft Exchange Server
virtualization raises major questions in
the worlds of virtualization and email
administrators today. No matter which
virtualization hypervisor you use, does
Microsoft Exchange make a good candi-
date for virtualization?
Your immediate answer to this

question should be yes—if virtualization
makes sense in terms of performance.
Above all else, if you can eke out an
acceptable amount of performance after
you virtualize Microsoft Exchange, the
intrinsic benefits of virtualizing—back-
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ups, disaster recovery and so on—greatly
outweigh the costs and added complex-
ity. With that statement in mind, check
out the following five tips before you
virtualize Microsoft Exchange:

TIP#1:
CONSIDER SERVER
CONSOLIDATION RATIOS OF 1:1
For many environments, the primary
goal of virtualization is to consolidate
as many VMs onto as many virtual hosts
as possible. Squeezing 20 VMs onto a
host—as opposed to 10—uses fewer

physical servers to power your infra-
structure, but it also means that more
VMs vie for resource attention. That
resource contention isn’t a good thing
for Exchange.
One of the benefits of Microsoft’s

Hyper-V solution is that it costs you
nothing over and above the OS license
you already have. This means that virtu-
alizing an Exchange server can be done
with your existing licenses. Consider
1:1 as a consolidation ratio for your Ex-
change servers, where you have one VM
per physical host. By consolidating in
this manner, you eliminate the possibil-
ity of resource contention while retain-
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EVEN TODAY MANY IT professionals hesitate when approached with the idea of mon-
itoring workloads like Exchange. They say that Exchange requires too much
processor power to be virtualized. They’re worried that Exchange needs too much
RAM. You've heard the arguments before.
But although yesterday's conventional wisdom focused heavily on the type of

workload that could not be virtualized, today's understanding is that your decision
about whether that workload is a virtual candidate has to do with performance.
Recall that an Exchange "server" is actually made up of one or more individual

roles. Client Access Servers, Edge and Hub Transport Servers, Mailbox Servers—
all of these roles have some part to play in your Exchange organization. Some, like
Mailbox Servers, tend to have heavy resource utilization. Others, like Client Access
Servers and Hub Transport Servers, tend toward lower resource use. You may find
that by splitting away some of your Exchange roles from your Mailbox Servers, you
can efficiently virtualize them and gain all the benefits that virtualization brings.
Always remember, however, that althoughMicrosoft supports virtualized

Exchange, a set of stringent requirements comes along with it. It cannot use
dynamically expanding VHD files, differencing disks or snapshots. Microsoft also
suggests that your ratio of virtual to logical processors should never exceed 2:1
with this calculation, including the processor needs of your host system.
So don’t be afraid of virtualizing Exchange. But do keep a close eye on your per-

formance because that will ultimately determine your success. �

IT'S ALL ABOUTPERFORMANCE



ing the benefits of virtualization for your
Exchange Servers.

TIP#2:
ENSURE SUPPORTABILITY
Microsoft’s support of Exchange in a
virtualized environment holds true only
when you meet fairly specific criteria.
Before considering any new virtual
Exchange servers, make sure that you
meet the following minimums:

� The hardware virtualization software
used is Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V,
Microsoft Hyper-V Server or any third-
party hypervisor that has been vali-
dated under the Windows Server
Virtualization Validation Program.

� The Exchange Server VM runs Ex-
change Server 2007 SP1 or later, is de-
ployed on Windows Server 2008, does
not have the Unified Messaging server
role installed and meets the minimum
hardware requirements for Exchange.

� The Exchange Server VM uses fixed-
size storage, SCSI pass-through
storage or iSCSI storage.

TIP#3:
SELECT A FAILOVER
MECHANISM, BUT ONLY ONE
Microsoft supports the use of Exchange
cluster continuous replication as well as
single copy clusters, local continuous
replication and standby continuous
replication in virtualized Exchange envi-
ronments. It also supports the use of

hypervisor-based failover solutions such
as Microsoft Live Migration or VMware
VMotion. But it does not support using
both of these technologies simultane-
ously. If you elect to virtualize your
Exchange environment, choose one of
those options for failover—but remem-
ber, just one.

TIP#4:
NEVER “SNAPSHOT” EXCHANGE
Snapshots are a great technology for cre-
ating an instant backup of an Exchange
server, but snapshots are not application-
aware. Although taking a snapshot and
immediately reverting to that snapshot
might appear to work flawlessly, there
can be unintended consequences and
potential data loss when snapshots are
allowed to remain over a period of time.
This is because of the state-based

nature of Exchange data. As a result,
Microsoft does not support the use of
snapshots for Exchange servers.

TIP#5:
BE CONSCIOUS OF STORAGE SPACE
Hyper-V Virtual Hard Disk files cannot
exceed 2,040 GB, which amounts to a
size just short of 2 TB. Although that
might seem like a large amount of space,
Exchange data stores can grow excep-
tionally large when unmonitored.
Environments can circumvent this

limitation by using iSCSI within a VM
to connect to data stores or by exploit-
ing pass-through disks. These alternate
approaches do not have the same limita-
tions on disk space. �
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IRTUALIZATION VENDORS like
Citrix Systems, Microsoft
and VMware deliver great
hypervisors, but they don’t
often provide the most robust

tools to manage them. Until recently,
vendors like VMware have traditionally
focused their development efforts on the
core of their products. This left the door
open for third-party vendors to develop
products that addressed some of the
shortcomings in management and
usability that existed.
Today there are many third-party ven-

dors that pick up the slack by delivering
feature-rich applications. These apps go
beyond the basic tools supplied by virtu-
alization vendors and include security,
monitoring, reporting, backups and
automation. Although many of the best
tools are expensive, there are also many
lower cost and free tools available as
well that can help make virtualization
management easier.
One big enabler for third-party ven-

dors is the APIs and SDKs that virtual-
ization vendors develop. Third-party
vendors can use them to directly inte-

grate with the virtual hosts, virtual
machines (VMs) and other components
of the virtual environment.
VMware, in particular, has lots of

APIs, SDKs and toolkits in many areas
that vendors can use to develop applica-
tions. They include storage and backup
integration with its vStorage APIs and
security and networking integration
with its VMsafe APIs. Vendors, such as
Microsoft, have more limited API sup-
port, but they all are continually adding
more APIs as products mature.
But although virtualization vendors

have always provided the tools and sup-
port for third-party vendors to develop
applications, they are now starting to
compete with them by adding to their
core products some of the features that
vendors have traditionally addressed.
For example, third-party vendors that

provide backup tools for VMware are
now having to compete with VMware’s
own VMware Data Recovery product,
and those that have built security tools
are having to compete with VMware’s
vShield Zones product that it acquired
by purchasing a third-party vendor.
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In most cases, though, third-party ven-
dors are better than virtualization ven-
dors at developing tools. Consequently,
it’s always best to check out third-party
tools, which often have more features
than those from virtualization vendors.
Let’s take a look at a few essential

tools—in no particular order—that data
center managers should have for their
virtual environments.

RVTOOLS
Manufacturer: Robware.net
Cost: Free

For VMware environments, this handy
little free application is written in Mi-
crosoft .NET and leverages the VMware
SDK’s to collect information from vCen-
ter Servers and ESX/ESXi hosts. It sup-
ports both VI3 and vSphere and displays
a wide variety of valuable information in

a simple row-column spreadsheet-like
interface.
You can sort and filter the information

it collects. It contains data not found in
vCenter Server, such as the number of
VMs per core and the number of vCPUs
per core on a host. In addition, you can
use RVTools to disconnect a VM’s virtual
CD-ROM from whatever media it is con-
nected to and update VMware tools on
VMs. This application is frequently up-
dated with many new features and is
a must-have for any VMware administra-
tor’s toolbox.

POWERSHELL
Manufacturer: Microsoft
Cost: Free

For VMware ESX/ESXi and Microsoft
Hyper-V environments, PowerShell is a
free extensible command-line shell and
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THE BIGGEST INCOMPATIBILITY between Hyper-V, XenServer and ESX is the virtual
disk file, which uses different proprietary formats. These different file formats
make conversion necessary when going from one hypervisor to another.
VMware uses a proprietary VMDK format it developed, and XenServer and

Hyper-V use proprietary VHD formats. The formats are completely different from
each other and cannot be used with another hypervisor.
The good news is that there are a number of tools and utilities that will convert

virtual disks from one hypervisor format to another. Citrix has a free tool that can
be downloaded from its website called XenConvert, which will convert virtual disks
to the VHD format used by XenServer. StarWind Software makes a free applica-
tion called StarWind V2V Converter that will convert VHD files to VMDK files and
vice versa. A shareware tool calledWinImage will also do this. Another free tool
called Vmdk2Vhd converts VMDK files to Microsoft’s VHD format. �

VMDISK FORMATS

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc196356.aspx
http://www.robware.net/


associated scripting language developed
by Microsoft. It can be used to help
automate common administration tasks
and provide information about your
Microsoft and VMware environments.
Commonly used in Windows environ-

ments, PowerShell can also be used with
VMware and Hyper-V environments
using special add-on libraries that give
PowerShell access to the VMware
(PowerCLI) and Hyper-V (PowerShell
Cmdlets for Hyper-V) APIs.
PowerShell is fairly easy to install and

use, and some great scripts are available
for free. If scripting is not for you, GUIs
written for PowerShell can make using it
even easier.
Quest Software Inc. has developed

some free add-ons, including PowerGUI
and PowerPacks for VMware and Hyper-
V as well as Virtualization EcoShell Ini-

tiative for VMware. VMware has also
created an application called Onyx that
serves as a proxy between the vSphere
Client and vCenter Server and translates
actions into reusable PowerShell code.

CITRIX ESSENTIALS
Manufacturer: Citrix
Cost: Free

For Citrix XenServer and Microsoft
Hyper-V environments, Citrix Essentials
is an application with separate versions
for Hyper-V and XenServer that adds
some powerful capabilities and features
to each. For both versions, it adds fea-
tures like dynamic provisioning services,
stage and lab management, workflow
orchestration and StorageLink technol-
ogy for array integration. For XenServer,
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downside to this is although they often work great for virtual environments, many
of them can’t manage physical environments. Tools designed to work with physical
servers don’t often manage virtual machines (VMs) effectively because they are
unaware of the virtualization layer.
Consequently, administrators need two sets of applications to manage the

whole environment better—one to manage the virtual environment and one to
manage the physical environment. Because of the recent rapid growth of virtual-
ization, more vendors are adapting applications to work with virtual environments.
Some applications can manage both. For example, Microsoft’s System Center

can manage virtual and physical environments, and Symantec’s NetBackup has
evolved to support backing up VMs at the virtualization layer. However, as more
companies embrace virtualization—with some going 100% virtual—the need for
tools that can manage physical servers will decline in favor of those that are
designed to specifically work with VMs. �

VIRTUALTOOLSVS. PHYSICALTOOLS

http://www.citrix.com/English/ps2/products/feature.asp?contentID=1687093
http://labs.vmware.com/flings/onyx
http://thevesi.org/index.jspa
http://thevesi.org/index.jspa
http://www.powergui.org/index.jspa
http://pshyperv.codeplex.com/
http://pshyperv.codeplex.com/
http://communities.vmware.com/community/vmtn/vsphere/automationtools/powercli


it adds a high-availability feature as well
and dynamic workload management.
Citrix Essentials is available in two

paid editions for Hyper-V and Xen Server,
Enterprise and Platinum with the Platin-
um version containing the lab and stage
management features. A free edition for
Hyper-V has support for StorageLink for
storage management and site recovery.

vCONTROL
Manufacturer: Vizioncore
Cost: Paid

vControl is a multi-hypervisor Web-
based self-provisioning and VMmanage-
ment tool for Citrix XenServer, Micro-
soft Hyper-V and VMware ESX/ESXi. It’s
a Windows application that uses open
source software and consists of two com-
ponents—a master server and a work-

flow server. For VMware environments,
vControl tries to replicate some of the
functionality of vCenter Server. But
unlike vCenter Server, which requires
an agent on each host, vControl is agent-
less and uses the VMware SDK instead.
One really cool feature is the ability to
emulate the high-availability feature of
vCenter by setting a failover host and a
disaster recovery host to be used in case
of a host failure.
The vControl Server periodically polls

the VM/host. If the VM is unavailable,
vControl restarts it on the designated
host. Action packs are available for ESX,
vCenter, Hyper-V, XenServer and Solaris
that perform various VM and host
actions, such as creating snapshots, and
entering and exiting maintenance mode.
vControl has an easy-to-use Web inter-

face and is great for environments that
do not have a vCenter Server for mixed
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HAVING SHARED STORAGE in a virtual environment is a necessity if administrators
want to use any advanced features like VMware’s VMotion or high availability. Not
everyone can afford shared storage, which can be expensive. But virtual SAN soft-
ware can turn local storage devices into shared iSCSI and NFS storage that can be
used with virtual hosts.
OpenFiler is a great open source application that can install on a physical server

or as a VM to convert a host’s often unused local disk to shared storage that can be
accessed via NFS or iSCSI.
StarWind’s paid iSCSI SAN software can also turn local storage into shared

storage so it can be accessed via iSCSI. The StarWind tool has many advanced fea-
tures as well, including thin provisioning, replication, high availability and mirror-
ing. For use with Citrix XenServer, Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware ESX/ESXi,
these tools make having a virtual SAN affordable because administrators can
leverage existing local storage that they already have or can purchase cheaply. �

SHARED STORAGE INVIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

http://www.vizioncore.com/products/vControl/index.php


hypervisor environments. The workflow
portion of vControl enables administra-
tors to use workflows to manage daily
tasks and provision VMs.

VMC MANAGEMENT CONSOLE
Manufacturer: Reflex Systems
Cost: Paid

From its roots as a virtualization security
product, Reflex VMC has evolved into a
complete management product that pro-
vides monitoring, reporting, asset man-
agement and automation for the whole
VMware environment. Featuring a nice
graphical interface, VMC consists of the
main management console application
with reporting, alerting, event correla-
tion and policy automation.
There are add-on components to VMC

that have more features and functional-
ity for security (vTrust), monitoring
(vWatch) and configuration (vProfile).
VMC and its various components pro-
vide a single pane of glass for VMware.
They allow administrators to visualize
connections between VMs and distrib-
uted virtual networks that can be
extended to the cloud. In addition, the
correlation of infrastructure events,
security events and performance analy-
sis offer a contextual view of the virtual
environment, resulting in faster, more
efficient management, security response
and performance.

MIGRATE
Manufacturer: PlateSpin (Novell)
Cost: Paid

PlateSpin Migrate is a paid application

that converts physical servers into any
hypervisor VM format (P2V) including
XenServer, ESX/ESXi, Virtual Iron and
a variety of image formats. But Migrate
doesn’t just do P2V conversion. It also
supports virtual-to-virtual (V2V), vir-
tual-to-physical (V2P) and converts to
and from various image formats like
Ghost, LiveState, CommVault and more.
When application problems occur in

virtual environments, being able to do a
V2P is important if an application ven-
dor requests that you reproduce a prob-
lem in a physical environment. Plate-
Spin Migrate has many advanced
features, such as the ability to schedule
and automate conversions, replication
and server syncing before cutover.

vCENTER MOBILE ACCESS
Manufacturer: VMware
Cost: Free

With vCenter Mobile Access (vCMA),
VMware administrators can monitor
and manage their hosts and VMs using
a Web interface optimized for a mobile
phone display. Administrators can view
host and VM information, alarms and
events and can perform inventory
searches, initiate a VMotion, change
VM power states and manage snapshots.
For administrators who are on call or

away from their virtual infrastructure,
this is a practical application for han-
dling problems and keeping tabs on their
virtual environments without carrying
around a laptop. vCMA can be deployed
as a pre-built virtual appliance that
administrators use to manage their vir-
tual environments from their mobile
phones. �
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http://communities.vmware.com/community/beta/vcmobileaccess
http://www.novell.com/products/migrate/
http://reflexsystems.com/Products/VMC
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q Cloud Computing Security: Making Virtual Machines Cloud-Ready

qMeeting the Challenges of Virtualization Security: Server Defense
for Virtual Machines

q Protecting the Dynamic Datacenter

About TrendMicro: TrendMicro is both a market leader in Internet content security
and a security innovator. Always proactive, TrendMicro is leading the security
industry by recognising the unique challenges of virtualisation and developing dedi-
cated security solutions for virtual environments. While virtualisation offers many
benefits to our customers, it also poses several unique security challenges. Trend
Micro addresses these challenges with dedicated security for virtual infrastructure
and is working with virtualisation innovators like VMware to protect virtual machine
environments. TrendMicro helps organisations benefit from virtual computing by
deploying security that’s designed to meet these specific challenges, allowing our
customers to fully realise the cost and productivity advantages of virtualisation
without compromising the security of their data centre.
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qVyattaWhitepaper - Cloud Networking: Scaling Datacenters and Connecting
Users with Software-Based Networking

qVyatta Open Networking: Routing & Security for Physical, Virtual and Cloud
Infrastructures

qNetwork Virtualization Planning Guide

About Vyatta Inc.: Vyatta's open, software-based approach to routing and security
allows us to deliver a complete network OS that takes advantage of high-perfor-
mance multi-core processor advancements and is portable to Xen and VMware
based virtualization and cloud infrastructures. Vyatta software offers users a flexi-
ble, affordable alternative to hardware-based, proprietary networking equipment.
Get higher performance than Cisco ISR/ASA for a fraction of the price, or add rout-
ing, firewall, VPN, IPS and more to Xen & VMware virtualization platforms.
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